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Key looks hitting the wedding
world, which ones are you
incorporating?

Explore your options with
one our stylists and create
your bespoke vision!

What's replacing blush pink
over the coming year?
Find out more inside!
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You've booked your wedding or event
and now it's time to decide on the
décor. Have you imagined how your
wedding day would look for as long as
you can remember or are you at a loss
as to where you even begin?! There's a
lot to take into consideration when
making decisions about your styling
and that's where we come in.
We always advise clients to
complement the natural aesthetics of
their chosen venue as opposed to
competing with them. You might not
like the red carpet in your wedding
breakfast room but going full monty
with the yellow theme you've always
wanted won't change the fact that the
carpet is red so avoid a disaster colour
combination and pick a palette that
complements the red and potentially
even tones it down.

Another top tip is versatility - select
items for your ceremony that can then
be used in your wedding breakfast.
Those beautiful vases of flowers that
you've got lining your aisle would
double up as perfect table centres or
what about that stunning backdrop
you're standing in front of to say your
vows? Ask your stylist to transfer this
to your top table and make a focal
point for the all important speeches!
We work alongside our clients to
ensure that your wedding or event is
styled exactly the way you want it.
Whether you typed into the Google
search “venue styling” or you bumped
into one of our stylists on Instagram,
you're in safe hands and we're here to
get you on your styling journey
without a hitch!
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F O L I A G E
2019! This is the year that the botanical
look really ups it's game. Neutral base
tones with lots of textured greenery and
foliage are adding the wow factor to
venues all over the UK. The great thing
about the feel of this styling is that it's
super flexible and can work at a wide
range of different venues.
Never be afraid to ask your stylist how
you can play around with this look –
perhaps you want a full length foliage
runner to extend across your top table
or you have a staircase with a bannister
that is crying out for a foliage makeover!
Alternatively, a discreet ruscus stem
tucked into the back of your chair décor
or positioned on the napkins can be just
as effective at introducing a subtle nod
in the botanical direction.
FLORISTRY - The Nagundo Tree
IMAGES - Ana Gely A Photography
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COLOURED TABLE
LINEN
Everyone is talking about
statement linens at the moment
and coloured linen is top on the list!
Style up your tables with a
contrasting napkin in your accent
colour to instantly add definition.
Bespoke place settings have never
been more popular so consider
how you want your napkins folding,
perhaps tuck in a cute flowerhead
or foliage stem and position it all on
an elegant glass beaded charger
plate!
Dinner is served!

FLORISTRY - Victoria ivy Floral Design
IMAGES - Helen Lishman Photography
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Banquet
StyleDining

FLORISTRY - Heaven Scent Thornaby
IMAGE - Steven McDonald Photography

THINK BACK TO THE MEDIEVAL TIMES
when banquet tables were laid out and adorned with candlelight
and enough food and drink to last a life time! Huge gatherings
of people and a room full of laughter. They certainly knew how
to throw a party and this sociable form of dining is making a big
comeback, we're so pleased!
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GEOMETRIC
SHAPES

A twist on clean lines and minimalist
styling, geometrics have landed!
There's two key ways to introduce this
look into your styling:
Thin framed lanterns/terrariums filled with
florals or succulents, brass hues and soft
candlelight make for a great transeasonal
approach to table centres...
...or perhaps your venue would better suit
the modern contemporary vibes of black
thin framed accessories with minimal
floristry and a heavier focus on varying
heights of candlelight. This look is perfect
for that extra special dinner party!
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NEON
A great way to add a fun and quirky
element to your décor! Create that picture
perfect backdrop for all your guests to
capture images of the day, everyone loves
a good selfie whether they admit it or not!
Alternatively, why not brighten up your
dancefloor with a neon sign and take your
guests late into the evening with a cool
glowing quote!
IMAGE - Joanne B Photography

HANGING FLORAL
INSTALLATIONS
These are hitting the wedding world in a big
way! Popular in marquees and tipi weddings,
hanging floral installations are high impact!
Consider focal points within your chosen
venue, the height of the ceiling you have to
work with and whether or not you want to
incorporate any other accessories to the
installation such as hanging festoon lights or
fairylights!
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Greatly influenced by the seasons,
choosing your colour palette can often
be the hardest part. This year has seen a
lot of neutral styling with ivory or white
and highlights of gold or brass. However
as we move into the end of 2019 into
2020. silver is the preferred metallic.

2018 was heavily dominated with shades
of blush pink and this is slowly dying out
in 2019 with muted pastels of lavender,
powder blue and sage green becoming
the more popular choice.

Pantone's colour of the year is coral
which has influenced bold, statement
shades making an appearance. Pops of
colour that instantly inject life and make
you smile regardless of if the British
summer weather is behaving or not!

Now after all that, you should be up to
speed! Feeling more inspired to start
making some choices? Get in touch with
your local stylist and book a free, no
obligation, design consultation...

Colours

FLORISTRY - Ruffled Flowers
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